
Term 4 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Werk 5 Week 6
4 days

Reading Non-fiction
What is a disability?
Disability
Discrimination

Non-fiction
Ruby Bridges

The First Computer Game

Non-Fiction
Do we have the right to

roam?
Are esports real sports?

Poetry:
If
The Eagle & The Crocodile

Check SATs paper
errors:
Recycling
Chocolate

SATs Practice:
Dogs
Hollywood

Grammar Semi colons; Punctuation for parentheses; cohesive devices; passive voice to
create a formal tone

Passive voice to create empathy; Use dialogue to convey character and advance
the action; develop settings, character and atmosphere in detail; figurative
language

Writing Writing to Inform: News Report - The Day War Came Wisp - New Story - The story of Idris’ wisp / their own wisp

Maths Fractions, decimals
and percentages

Fractions, decimals and
percentages

Area, perimeter and volume Area, perimeter and volume Statistics Ratio and algebra

Science
Animals including
humans
Body Pump

What does my
circulatory system do?

What is a heart and what
does it do?

What is blood? And What is
in blood?

What do valves and blood
vessels do?

What does the water in
our bodies do?

What do the roads in our
bodies look like?

RE
What difference does
the resurrection make
to Christians?

Why do Christians
think Jesus was
resurrected?

How does incarnation
and salvation fit into the
big story?

How do people’s accounts
of resurrection compare?
And what do they mean?

How do Christians put their
beliefs about resurrection
into practice?

How does The
Resurrection (Luke 24)
connect the Christian
concepts of Sacrifice,
Resurrection, Salvation,
Incarnation and Hope?

What difference does
resurrection make to
Christians?

History
What was the impact
of migration on
Britain?

What is migration? What has pushed and
pulled people to migrate
to Britain?

What can we learn about
migration in the Roman era?

Who were the Black Tudors? What impact has
migration had on
Britain?

How has migration
helped us to understand
and fight racism and
discrimination?

Art and Design
Technology
Jean-Michel Basquiat

I can research and
respond to the artist
Jean-Michel Basquiat

I can explore what
inspired Jean-Michel
Basquiat

I can explore the meaning
behind an artists work

I can plan an artistic
message inspired by
Jean-Michel Basquiat

I can complete a final
response

PSHE Jigsaw - Taught by Mrs Salter



PE Coached by Miss Wood

MFL Taught by Mrs Phillipon


